


POINSETT BRIDGE
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
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The stone bridge is the oldest in South Carolina’s history, 
built in 1820. Legend has it that a series of creepy events 
occurred at the site, including a mason who died during 
its construction and is now entombed inside. Visitors have 
claimed to have experienced everything from unexplained 
lights to undistinguishable voices while visiting the site. 



SAN FERNANDO CATHEDRAL
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

Construction teams are all too familiar with renovations that 
unearth unusual surprises. But for the team working on the San 
Fernando Cathedral, it was a new level of bone-chilling. When 
construction workers renovated the oldest church in Texas, 
they unearthed the remains of three soldiers of the Alamo. 
Today, visitors claim to have seen shadowy figures and other 
movements that leave them with chills. 
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WOODCHESTER MANSION 
NYMPSFIELD, ENGLAND

Unfinished projects are a fear of every construction team. In 
the case of the Woodchester Mansion, construction workers 
abandoned the build in 1873 when the owner, William Leigh, 
suddenly died. While the reason for their abandonment isn’t 
entirely clear, it’s claimed that to make room for the new 
build, Leigh had to demolish an existing house at the location, 
reportedly causing a series of vicious hauntings. 

Courtesy Matthew Lister Ttamhew, Wikipedia
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5285 DEAN MARTIN DRIVE
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Construction on the new Raiders’ stadium in Las Vegas 
has begun. However, just north of the NFL team’s future 
stadium lies the Dean Martin property–with a reportedly 
haunted past. In fact, even though the property was 
only built in 1991, after several unexplained incidents, in 
2009, a paranormal team was actually called in to collect 
evidence. 

Courtesy Dave, Oknazevad, Wikipedia, CC BY-SA 2.0
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
MEDICAL CENTER
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 
Construction workers beginning a parking lot for the University of 
Mississippi Medical Center had a particularly dreadful surprise after 
breaking ground. They came across nearly 7,000 bodies of former 
Mississippi State Lunatic Asylum residents. While it was a common 
practice at the turn of the century to bury deceased patients in 
unmarked graves, the $21 million cost to remove and rebury the remains 
would be enough to give all contractors a fright. 
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Courtesy Robert Jordan, Billyederrick, CC BY-SA 4.0, Wikipedia



SANZHI UFO HOUSES
SAN ZHI, TAIWAN

Sometimes the scariest things are what’s unknown. In the case of the 
Sanzhi UFO Houses, construction of this unique township began quite 
normally. Nevertheless, construction was never completed, leaving the 
site deserted. The reason? The mystery remains unsolved today. After 
nearly 30 years of idleness, the houses were eventually demolished to 
begin construction for a commercial resort.
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Courtesy Nick Haung, Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC BY 2.0), Flickr



WINCHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE 
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

The Winchester Mystery House remains one of the top creepiest 
construction projects ever due to the reason it was built in the first place. 
After Sara Winchester’s husband and child died, a seer informed her 
that her family was killed by ghosts. To defend against vengeful spirits, 
she commissioned a Victorian fun-house. The building contains a slew 
of hidden and haunting features including windows that lead to secret 
passages and staircases into ceilings. 
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Courtesy Spiel, Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported (CC BY-SA 3.0), Wikipedia



SUNSHINE 60 
TOKYO, JAPAN 

Unsafe construction sites are a common scary issue on projects. 
However, construction of Tokyo’s Sunshine 60 took jobsite dangers 
to the extreme. The project was full of many setbacks and freak 
accidents, resulting in an unusual number of worker deaths. Even 
previously tested safety equipment would fail at a moments notice 
causing many to circulate rumors that the site was haunted by spirits 
of the Sugamo Prison. Nonetheless, the site officially opened to the 
public in 1978. 
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READ DUNNING SCHOOL
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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The Dunning neighborhood school is another example of choosing 
an unfortunate location for a build. The 15-year and $70 million build 
remains tricky for construction workers who are attempting to carefully 
avoid an estimated 38,000 people buried in unmarked graves. The 
remains are from the grounds of the former Cook County Poor House, 
a county insane asylum, who buried residents and patients who were 
too poor to afford funerals. 



WONDERLAND
AMUSEMENT PARK
BEIJING, CHINA

Sometimes there are just powers bigger than us. In the case of this 
Beijing amusement park, it was bureaucratic. Due to a disagreement 
with the local government, the massive and unfinished structures are 
all that’s left of the Wonderland Amusement Park in Beijing, China. The 
park remains a deserted tourist attraction to this day.
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Courtesy Joe Wolf, Attribution-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-ND 2.0), Flickr


